
Fiay .,ns - Fwd: Re: FOIA-2007-0189 re-scoped (REVISED)

From: Matthew Yoder
To: Jay Collins
Date: Thu, May 24, 2007 11:50 AM
Subject: Fwd: Re: FOIA-2007-0189 re-scoped (REVISED)

Thanks. See the attached correspondence for the latest on this.
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From: Matthew Yoder
To: Patricia Craver
Date: Thu, May 24, 2007 11:48 AM
Subject: Re: FOIA 2007-0189

You have my ok to knock it to 25 hours. I will deal with Jay. I know he will not be happy if we take it much
below that though.

>>> Patricia Craver 05/24/2007 10:25 AM >>>
Matt

I think his estimate on the review is too high. Generally, you estimate it at 1 hour review for 50 pages.
Technically, his review should be about 10 hours. I don't think we should submit more that 25 hours for the
review.

what do you think? I know on the original estimate I submitted his 30 hours, but since the requestor is
questioning our estimates, I think this number should come down some.

Let me know how you feel

patti

>>> Matthew Yoder 5/24/2007 10:18 AM >>>
Patti,

Thanks for the update.

FYI - There is a discrepency on the hours of review between what we sent previosly (and jay re-affirmed
below) and the hours listed on you May 22 memo. The memo says 30, ahen it should be 40.

Thanks,
Matt

>>> Patricia Craver 05/24/2007 10:15 AM >>>

Matt

I received Jay's estimate this morning. His estimate remains the same.

see below

Greetings,

The only item changed for DCI in the scope change is the Exponent Report marked up copies, and I
wasn't thinking of sending the whole report in my previous estimates. I am going to stick to my previous
estimate at this point. I really want to see a new written statement though for the request.

Search - 30 hours
Review - 40 hours
pages - 500

thank
Patti

>>> Matthew Yoder 5/24/2007 10:08 AM >>>
Patti,
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Jay Collins is out of the office until the 30th. We have sent him an e-mail requesting a revised estimate for
the search and review. He may or may not open it before he comes back. Will it be acceptable for us to
give you our revision on the 30th? If not we will be guessing at the new numbers.

Thanks,
Matt


